
THE HISTORY OF WRITING IN MESOPOTAMIA AND EGYPT

The writing system of the Egyptians was already in use before the rise of the Early Dynastic Period (c. BCE) and is
thought to have.

To do this, they designated governors and created bodies of civil servants. How would writing have been
useful for record keeping, legal matters, passing on history and stories to future generations and other
activities represented in the artifacts students analyzed? Next, view the Terrain Map with the students and ask
them to answer the following question: Look to the northeast of Mesopotamia. Carmina, as the Romans named
poetry, meant both verses and charms; ode, among the Greeks, meant originally a magic spell; so did the
English rune and lay, and the German Lied. Activity 2. By the middle of the Third Millennium B. Jobs in
Mesopotamia In this activity students will begin to think about the development and urbanization of
Mesopotamian civilization by thinking about the kinds of occupations that developed over time. This is
possibly the earliest available pictorial record of the art of writing in India. Who would want to have this
record? That this material was in use in Egypt from a very early period is evidenced by still existing papyrus
of the earliest Theban dynasties. How did that happen? Ask the students: Where were most of the cities
located? A similar though smaller emergence occurred in Eastern Europe, especially in Russia. The primary
literary languages were Greek and Persian , though other languages such as Syriac and Coptic were important
too. Why did vibrant trade develop in the larger region shown on the map? Interesting Facts About Sumerian
Writing People signed items with personal seals made of stone, metal, or wood. Which ones? Activity 3. Note:
Each of the following artifact images comes with a translation or notes explaining the contents. The dynastic
bird also shares the same position. What does it look like in its natural state? Some of the writings include
sayings of wisdom. Moving in chronological order, place the labels on the timeline. Students will also begin to
think about the relationship between the evolution of civilization in Mesopotamia and how writing enhanced
its development. Activity 5. All cuneiform wedges. What are its weaknesses? Students should think about the
shift from the recording of simple economic transactions to personal letters and stories. For example,
authorities expecting to take a portion of the revenue from taxes might be interested in having a record of the
financial transactions which took place. After first writing right to left, like the Phoenicians, the Greeks
eventually chose to write from left to right. Could a country be ruled, an army trained, a religion organized,
laws maintained, buildings built, products marketed, crops raised and sold without writing? This literature
includes mythology of the Mesopotamian gods, tales of their heroes, poetry, and songs. The rest of the Iberian
society consisted of farmers, craftsmen, traders and slaves. In Northern Spain they lived together with other
native peoples, such as the Cantabrians and the Vascones. Mining gold and silver was an important
economical activity in the Peninsula. Lower Egypt is the area a little before the river empties into the
Mediterranean sea by forming a wide delta. The houses had a circular plan and were constructed in stone and
adobe and covered with branches and straw. The Carthaginians succeeded the Phoenician seafarers and
extended their control over the Phoenician trading posts and colonies of the western Mediterranean. Which
objects, concepts and ideas are the ones you would make sure were standardized and learned right away? The
Bulls of Guisando Tartessos Greek written sources and archaeological remains indicate that Tartessos was the
oldest kingdom of the Iberian Peninsula. Did the shift towards cuneiform allow scribes to write more quickly?
Review the list of essential signs that the class has compiled. Homer c. Who besides the seller and the buyer
might want a record of these transactions? What elements in the terrain also enabled Mesopotamia to develop
trade pay particular attention to the rivers, relatively flat terrain?


